Spin electronic ͑''spintronic''͒ devices, 1 based on utilizing the spin as well as the charge of electrons, open up an entirely new class of electronics. Such devices could include nonvolatile magnetic memories, reprogrammable logic, 1 and quantum computers. 2 One thing hampering the development of spin electronic devices so far is the lack of sufficiently polarized ͑nearing 100% spin polarization͒ current sources, for instance, for spin injection into semiconductors 3 or reprogramable logic. 1 So-called ''half-metallic ferromagnets,'' fully spin-polarized ferromagnets, would circumvent this problem, 4 but true half metals have proven extremely difficult to realize in practice. 5 However, rather than simply using a single nearly perfectly polarized material, the phenomenon of spin filtering may also be exploited to create near 100% polarization. Here, we propose and demonstrate a different approach, combining spin filter tunnel barriers 6 and spindependent tunneling, 7, 8 similar to a device proposed by Worledge et al. 9 The combination of a nonmagnetic electrode with a spin filter tunnel barrier is used to effectively mimic a half-metallic tunneling electrode and achieve nearly 100% spin polarization. Using this ''artificial half-metal'' bilayer, we additionally employ a second magnetic electrode, creating a nonmagnetic metal/ferromagnetic insulator/ ferromagnetic metal device. We utilize EuS as the magnetic insulator, with Gd ferromagnetic and Al nonmagnetic electrodes. The tunnel current in this case depends on the relative magnetization orientation of the EuS filter and the Gd ''analyzer,'' in analogy to a half-metallic ferromagnet/insulator/ ferromagnet tunnel junction. The spin filtering in this configuration yields a previously unobserved magnetoresistance effect, which we dub ''spin filter injection magnetoresistance'' ͑SFIM͒, exceeding 100%, suggesting a filtering efficiency close to 100%. The present scheme would also circumvent impedance mismatch problems with semiconducting counter electrodes, and thus potentially allow spin injection from even a nonmagnetic metal into a semiconductor.
The principle of spin filtering with magnetic semiconductors has been demonstrated in field emission experiments, 10 and in tunnel junctions using a superconducting spin detector. 6 The concept of spin filtering is illustrated in Fig. 1 , using the well-known semiconducting Euchalcogenide, EuS, 11, 12 which is ferromagnetic below T C ϳ16.8 K, as a spin filter. Above the T C of the EuS barrier, both spin-up and spin-down electrons experience the same potential barrier ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. Below T C , due to the spin splitting of the conduction band in EuS ͑which forms the top of the tunnel barrier͒, the barrier height becomes spin dependent, as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . As a result of the exponential dependence of tunnel current on barrier height, one spin channel has a much larger tunneling probability than the other, resulting in a nearly 100% spin-polarized current.
With a magnetic metal, we must consider the role of the spin-polarized density of states in the electrode as well. The tunnel current depends on the number of filled states in the a͒ Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed; Electronic mail: pleclair@alum.mit.edu FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of spin filtering and the MR effect. ͑a͒, above T C of the EuS filter the two spin currents are equal. ͑b͒, below the T C of EuS, the tunnel barrier is spin split, resulting in a highly spin polarized tunnel current. With a ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ electrode, the tunnel current depends on the relative magnetization orientation. For parallel alignment ͑P͒, ͑c͒, a large current results, while for antiparallel alignment ͑AP͒, ͑d͒, a small current results.
APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS VOLUME 80, NUMBER 4 28 JANUARY 2002 first electrode as well as the number of available states in the second. Using one magnetic electrode, Fig. 1͑c͒ , the density of available states in the magnetic electrode is spin dependent, and the tunnel current will depend on the relative orientation of the filtered spins ͑i.e., the EuS magnetization direction͒ and the electrode magnetization. For parallel alignment, Fig. 1͑c͒ , only majority ͑spin up͒ electrons tunnel through the filter, and thus they can only tunnel into majority states in the magnetic electrode, resulting in a large tunnel current. For the antiparallel case, ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒, the current is minimal, since only the minority ͑spin down͒ states are available in the ferromagnet. One may consider this device analogous to a polarizer/analyzer optical configuration, albeit with a less-than-perfect analyzer, or a magnetic tunnel junction with one half-metallic electrode. The magnitude of the expected SFIM effect may be estimated within a simple twocurrent model, 7, 13 assuming spin conservation in the tunneling process, as ⌬R/R p ϭ2 P m P f /(1Ϫ P m P f ), where P m is the spin polarization of the ferromagnetic electrode, P f is the efficiency ͑polarization͒ of the spin filter, and ⌬R/R p is the change in resistance between parallel and antiparallel magnetization configurations normalized by the resistance in the parallel state. For a ferromagnetic electrode polarization of 50%, 7 and a filter efficiency of 90%, 6 one may expect a SFIM effect of more than 160%.
Devices were fabricated using conventional ultrahigh vacuum sputtering techniques with in situ shadow masks onto oxidized Si͑100͒ wafers. The EuS tunnel barrier was grown at 300°C, while the metallic layers were grown at ambient temperature. Figure 2 shows resistance versus magnetic field, measured at a dc bias of Ϸ5 mV, for a Si/SiO 2 /Ta 5 nm/Al 3 nm/EuS 5 nm/Gd 15 nm structure at 2 K ͑well below the EuS T C ), 30 K ͑well above the EuS T C ͒, and at 7 K (T/T C ϳ0.4). At 2 K, an effect of ϳ100% ͑in some cases more than 130%͒ is observed, clearly indicating the efficiency of the spin filtering. However, at 30 K, above the EuS T C , almost no magnetoresistance (Ͻ5%) is observed, indicating clearly that the observed effects are due to the presence of a ferromagnetic spin filter barrier ͑the small persisting effect is due only to the field-induced magnetization in the EuS layer͒. Similar effects were observed in many other samples, with magnetoresistance ͑MR͒ effects ranging from 30% or less to 130%. In all cases, the MR was approximately symmetric in bias for low biases. Returning to the 2 K data, for sufficiently high fields (ϳ0.5 T), when both magnetizations are parallel a low resistance state is observed. For some small fields, although the magnetization orientation in these structures is not completely well defined, a near antiparallel alignment is reached, and thus, a high resistance state is observed. At 7 K, a large effect is still observed, and the switching behavior is also more controlled, though still a complete antiparallel alignment is not reached. For completely antiparallel alignment, an even larger SFIM effect is anticipated. Given the observed SFIM effects of more than 130%, it can be determined using the aforementioned simple model that for a Gd polarization of 45%, 14 our filter efficiency is 87.5%, in line with previous investigations. 6 Further, to indicate that a relative parallel or ͑nearly͒ antiparallel alignment is possible, we have measured magnetization versus magnetic field at 5 K for separate EuS 5.0 nm/Gd bilayers. Two distinct switching events are observed, one at low field corresponding to the EuS magnetization reversal, and one at higher fields corresponding to the Gd magnetization reversal. At 5 K, the EuS layer switched at approximately 200 Oe, while the Gd layer began to switch at ϳ800 Oe and was fully reversed at ϳ2000 Oe, roughly in line with the MR behavior. The presence of two distinct magnetization reversals indicates that the Gd electrode and EuS barrier can be switched independently ͑with some preliminary evidence for antiferromagnetic coupling between EuS and Gd͒, and may be aligned parallel or nearly antiparallel. Parenthetically, we note that the additional fine structure in the MR loops may be due to the fact that the MR effect is exponentially sensitive to the EuS magnetization ͑discussed next͒, and any instabilities in the EuS magnetization will be exponentially amplified in the MR signal.
Additional evidence of the nature of the spin filtering phenomenon can be obtained from the temperature dependence of the junction resistance. If spin filtering is present, one can expect the junction resistance to decrease as the temperature decreases. 6, [10] [11] [12] Specifically, below T C , the barrier height for spin-up electrons is much lower ͑by ϳ0.18 eV͒ 11,12 than for either spin-up or spin-down electrons above T C . Thus, spin-up electrons preferentially tunnel because of this lowered barrier, leading to a resistance decrease at low temperatures in addition to the high spin polarization. More quantitatively, the tunnel resistance ͑for a vanishing external bias͒ can be expressed within a simple free-electron tunneling model 6, 7, 13 as
where d is the barrier thickness, T is the temperature, is the average tunnel barrier height, J d f is the d -f exchange constant for EuS, 11 Sϭ7/2 is the spin quantum number of a Eu 2ϩ ion, (T) is the reduced magnetization M (T)/M (T ϭ0) of EuS, and the ↑(↓) denote spin up͑down͒ electrons. We expect, then, that the temperature dependence of the tunnel resistance should scale ͑exponentially͒ with the magnetization of the EuS filter. Shown in Fig. 3 is the normalized   FIG. 2 . ͑a͒ MR as a function of magnetic field at 2 K ͑well below the EuS T C ) and ͑b͒ at 7 K, and at 30 K ͑well above the EuS T C ͒.
tunnel resistance ͑taken at a dc bias of 250 mV͒ as a function of temperature, in several applied fields, for an Al/EuS/Gd junction. Indeed, a clear decrease of the tunnel resistance is observed below the T C of EuS, which provides proof that spin filtering is present. Further, the broadening of this resistance transition with increasing applied field is expected from the smearing of the magnetization-temperature behavior near the transition in the presence of an external field. 15 This clearly indicates that the resistance transition is related to the magnetic phase transition in EuS. Further, the exponential sensitivity of the tunnel resistance to the reduced magnetization of the EuS layer may explain the noise observed in the R(H) data, as small fluctuations in magnetization are amplified in the resistance signal. We note parenthetically that although the absolute resistance of these devices is quite high, as expected for a 50 Å barrier, reducing the EuS thickness by a factor of 2 or more is possible, and would reduce the device resistance dramatically without seriously effecting the magnetic quality. 16 Finally, to indicate that all of the observed phenomena are genuinely due to tunnel transport, in the inset of Fig. 3 we show a conductance-voltage (dI/dV -V) curve at 5 K for an Al/EuS/Gd junction. A roughly parabolic and symmetric behavior is observed at higher voltages, indicative of tunnel transport. 13 At low voltages, a linear contribution is observed, consistent with tunneling assisted by magnon excitations in the Gd layer. 17 Fitting the current-voltage (I -V) curves to Simmons 13 model gives barrier heights of ϳ0.5 eV below the EuS T C . By fitting curves below and above T C , we obtain an exchange splitting of Ϸ0.36 eV ͓us-ing Eq. ͑1͔͒, in agreement with bulk data 11, 12 and previous tunneling measurements. 6 Though the barrier heights are much lower than previously reported values, 6 this is probably a result of the defective and polycrystalline nature of our sputtered EuS films. Additionally, at temperatures above the EuS T C , the tunnel resistance decreases as temperature increases, consistent with of tunnel transport. We may conclude that we are indeed observing magnetoresistance due to spin filtering tunneling via the EuS tunnel barrier.
Summarizing, we report a large magnetoresistance effect in Al/EuS/Gd structures, resulting from the combination of a spin filter tunnel barrier and a ferromagnetic electrode. These ideas may have potential utility for spin injection into semiconductors or for hybrid devices. The large polarization achievable using spin filters, 6 as well as the lack of any impedance mismatch problem 3 with semiconductors, makes spin filtering a nearly ideal method for spin injection into semiconductors, enabling alternate spintronic devices. 1 Finally, a spin-filter operating at room temperature would be possible, utilizing the myriad of ferro-and ferri-magnetic ferrites and garnets, 15 or potentially the recently predicted room temperature diluted magnetic semiconductors, 18 which can be made magnetic and insulating above room temperature.
